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Abstract—Social events such as networking parties are excellent
opportunities to expand one’s social network and make new so-
cial ties, as well as simply have fun and enjoy oneself. With the
emergence of pervasive technology, we now have the opportunity
to discover face-to-face socializing behaviors of individual guests
and support them in their socializing goals. Quantitative measures
of socializing behaviors will be useful in diverse applications from
social therapy to social event management. We propose a system
that detects and analyzes group-level socializing behaviors to sup-
port real-time and ex post facto social applications deployed in
real social event situations. In our approach, we exploit attendees’
characteristics of socializing such as proximity and body orienta-
tion to determine social proximity among guests and subsequently
detect socializing groups. We performed preliminary studies and
multiple deployments of our system and example applications in
real social networking parties. Evaluation shows the system can
detect socializing groups accurately and support applications that
satisfy the interests of guests and party hosts.

Index Terms—Context-aware services, networking party, social
interaction, socializing behavior, ubiquitous computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOCIAL events such as networking parties are excellent
opportunities to expand one’s social network and make

new social ties. This has been shown to have many long-lasting
career and even romantic benefits [9]. As parties, these events
are also a welcome break from the daily life stress of urban life
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for many young professionals and students. They can be quite
fun due to the dynamic socializing, the festive atmosphere, the
music, food and alcohol, and special games or events.

Socializing is the primary and essential activity of social
parties. Party guests want to meet new people and strengthen
existing ties as well as to simply have fun and enjoy themselves.
To make a party successful financially and to achieve event-
specific goals, party hosts want to encourage guests to have
many positive interactions during a party.

In this paper, we propose a social crowd analytics system
that detects and quantitatively analyzes socializing behaviors of
guests to support successful socializing in networking parties.
Quantitative measures of socializing behaviors by the proposed
system can enable diverse applications from those that support
attendees in their socializing efforts to applications that help
event organizers hold and design more sociable and successful
events and even applications for sociological analysis.

Among the challenges in analyzing socializing behaviors,
the most fundamental is to distinguish the members of differ-
ent socializing groups from among all the current attendees at
a crowded and noisy social event. The socializing occurs not
just in individual interactions, but more often in a number of
small but highly interacting groups that spontaneously form and
dynamically evolve. Within this shifting tapestry of complex
social groupings, guests express different socializing behavior
and social skills: one guest stands in a corner clutching his glass,
hesitant to approach people he does not know; a group of three
by the wine table gets deeply involved in a long interaction. Fur-
ther complicating the problem of designing an accurate group
sensing approach is that real-world conditions impose a number
of practical limitations on the sensing modality used including
attendee acceptability and wearability.

In our approach, we focus particularly on group-level social-
izing behavior, e.g., attendees joining or leaving groups, how
long an attendee stays in a group, who the other group members
are, and so forth. To detect and monitor socializing groups, we
employ the concept of social proximity, a proximity that con-
siders not only the distance between people, but also relative
orientation toward or away from nearby people. Based on the
social proximity, we derive socializing groups using well-known
clustering techniques adapted considering our deployment en-
vironment. From the details of socializing groups, we compare
relative differences in the attendees’ grouping behaviors reveal-
ing interesting details about social attitudes and social skills to
support social event applications, e.g., “longer, steady partici-
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pation in a group,” “frequent changes in groups,” or “mostly in
groups with many members.”

Most previous works focused on detecting interactions with
friends, family, and co-workers in daily life situations such as
on campus, in the workplace, or at home [1], [23], [32], [45].
We focus instead on a specific type of social interaction, in-
tense interactions among unacquainted people in order to ex-
pand their social networks. This allows us to deeply investigate
characteristics of socializing behavior itself rather than ana-
lyzing structural characteristics of social networks [10], [32],
[16], [43]. Although some of the previously proposed hardware
platforms and applications have targeted social events like con-
ference scenarios, they mainly focus on augmenting events, for
example, providing additional information about events or in-
dividuals’ profiles [2], [27], [29], rather than measuring and
supporting the socializing behavior of attendees itself.

This paper makes three main contributions.
1) We propose a system to analyze socializing behaviors and

provide grouping metrics to support both real-time and ex
post facto social applications deployed in real social event
situations such as networking parties.

2) We present the system architecture and our solution ap-
proach to detecting socializing groups based on social
proximity and realize the system.

3) We present evaluation results to show that our system can
accurately detect socializing groups and support example
applications through real-world deployment in a series of
parties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present related work and discuss the differences and our con-
tributions. In Section III, we present our preliminary study to
motivate socializing behavior monitoring in networking parties.
We discuss the proposed approach for socializing group moni-
toring in Section IV and describe our system in Section V and
its implementation and evaluation in Section VI. We present
our experiences from real-world application deployments in
Section VII. We provide a discussion of the limitations of the
current work and issues for further study in Section VIII. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Related works can be broadly classified into three categories.
The first, investigating social event situations such as confer-
ences, focuses on augmenting the event, supporting users with
additional information, or assistive applications to match atten-
dees based on interests. The second supports data collection of
social behaviors or interaction among members of small group
meetings. The third collects social interaction data from daily
life situations and infers the social network of relationships ex
post facto. Many of these further investigate correlations be-
tween social relationships and outcomes such as catching a cold
or political opinions [24], [25].

A. Social Event Situations

Several works have supported academic conferences using
pervasive technologies specifically for providing additional pro-
file information about other attendees [27], providing location

information and social introduction services [16], [29], and ex-
plore the relation between users’ physical proximity and the
connecting properties of their social links [44]. These works do
not investigate challenges on the fundamental objective of a so-
cial event, mainly focusing instead on providing supplementary
information related to social situations.

Recently, a novel approach has been proposed to allow event
hosts to effectively discover the most influential and desirable
participants to invite to an event [46]. While it does not address
socializing behaviors during a social event, we believe that this
work and ours are complementary and thus could be used to
build a comprehensive application supporting social event hosts.

B. Social Monitoring Systems and Applications to Support
Socializing

There are many applications and systems similar to ours that
attempt to detect social interaction and collect social behavior
data. SociableSense [20] is a system designed for social sci-
entists that captures social behavior. Social fMRI [1] is a data
collection platform for interactions among family and friends.
Similarly, supporting interactions in small group meetings has
also been investigated by providing a room-shaped information
environment [15], real-time feedback to participants about their
participation behavior in meeting conversations [40], and re-
lating small group performance with interaction behavior [11].
Most of these works also mainly focus on daily life situations
or small size meeting situations and thus do not investigate the
unique characteristics of social networking parties, i.e., social-
izing and networking behaviors in more dynamic and crowded
environments.

Some applications have also been designed to support social-
izing. Many of these use artifacts such as a tabletop interface
[26], or public display [27] to encourage individuals to social-
ize. In our applications, we utilize socializing itself to support
interaction. Eagle and Pentland [13] uses Bluetooth proximity
data in order to introduce encounters using social networking
services such as Facebook. However, this application does not
support face-to-face socializing as our applications do.

C. Social Network Analysis in f2f Interaction

Until now there have been many works that use the results
of social interaction detection. Most of these works investigate
daily life situations like the home or workplace over long peri-
ods of time (e.g., months). These works can be broadly divided
into those focusing on detecting the interaction itself and oth-
ers on inferring social networks of users. Both utilize diverse
modalities such as Bluetooth [10], [28], infrared (IR) [32], [16],
speech [43], video [3], and online social networks [4], [39].

Works in social computing and reality mining have also of-
ten investigated daily life social interaction in diverse areas by
correlating social interaction behaviors with various measures
including financial status [33], mental and physical well-being
[36], medical indicators [22], [25], political opinion [24], and
group performance [31], [30].

As opposed to the specific social events that we focus on, in
daily life interactions may occur throughout the day in different
locations, i.e., all interactions do not take place in the same
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Fig. 1. Example socializing groups at a networking party.

situation. Furthermore, much data must be collected among
many people over long periods of time (e.g., weeks or months) in
order to compare and extract significant social network details.
Interactions over subgroups do not exist as they do in a social
networking party because the interacting social group is often
pre-given based on the presence of nearby people. Thus, these
works mostly take the viewpoint of analyzing interactions from
a dyadic rather than group perspective.

III. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATION OF NETWORKING PARTIES

To better understand social event situations and socializing
behaviors, we performed a preliminary investigation in collab-
oration with a local monthly networking wine party at three
consecutive parties in early 2011. We used ethnographic meth-
ods, including direct observation, video recording, and inter-
views with stakeholders such as hosts and guests. Guests were
notified when registering for the party that they would be video-
taped for research purposes. About 30 to 40 guests attended each
party, including many local business owners, professionals, and
graduate students. The parties were held in two different venues
in the same neighborhood, one a cocktail lounge and the other
a jazz cafe (see Fig. 1).

A. Networking Party Environment

Networking parties are very dynamic and crowded social
situations; party hosts will choose a venue size that they expect
they can fill near capacity as a crowded party is perceived by
guests to be more successful. Thus, most successful parties are
crowded at their peak and guests are in close physical proximity
to each other. The conversations competing with the music make
the parties quite noisy.

We observed that networking parties occupy a unique space
between public and private life. The confined space and party
membership requirements (restricted by invitation, social ties
or simply entrance fee) creates a loose sense of community
among party guests, allowing guests more freedom in behavior
as opposed to public locations with unrestricted access such
as a crowded train station. However, neither do parties offer
the strict privacy of a personal home or room. Party guests are
quite conscious that their actions and interactions are visible to
others. As such, party guests may be more receptive of pervasive
technologies that monitor their interactions at the party than in
the many private spaces in normal daily life.

B. Socializing Behaviors in Networking Parties

The most evident characteristic about socializing at parties
that we observed was that socializing occurred at the group
level, rather than one-to-one interaction. We define such groups,
whose members express some affiliation at the social interaction
level according to their relative physical closeness and mutual
attention toward each other, as socializing groups. Our con-
ception of the socializing group is similar to an F-formation in
proxemics terminology [7]. The socializing groups dynamically
form, dissolve, and evolve as members join and leave. For exam-
ple, one group of four started with a conversation that involved
all the members’ attention, but then spontaneously split into two
conversations. A joke from one of the members brought the at-
tention back to the larger group, before quickly resplitting into
two separate conversations.

By observing this grouping behavior, we can identify various
socializing behaviors. Some individuals, namely social butter-
flies, hop from group to group artfully, spending enough time
in each group to have a meaningful interaction. Some guests,
however, spend a disproportionate amount of time in only 1 or
2 groups, namely deep talkers. Also, there are some guests who
have not socialized in a group for a significant duration of time,
wallflowers.

C. Needs of Stakeholders in Social Networking Parties

Party hosts are interested first in making the party success-
ful financially and second, in achieving event-specific objec-
tives or goals. Specifically, the party we collaborated with
was a social networking party. The hosts wanted the party
to be successful in its function, i.e., they wanted people to
network, forming new and strengthening old social ties. This
is because the more successful the party is as a networking
event, the more guests who are interested in networking will
attend, helping to ensure the long-term financial success of the
party.

From the viewpoint of party guests, they usually have two
main motivations for attending a networking party and socializ-
ing according to our questionnaire results and interviews. The
first is to network, meeting new people (mean = 4.56, SD =
0.62 from five-point Likert scale questionnaires with 18 partic-
ipants of one networking party) and strengthening existing ties
(mean = 4.28, SD = 1.02) and, the second is to simply have fun
and enjoy themselves (mean = 4.78, SD = 0.43).

IV. SOCIALIZING GROUP BEHAVIOR MONITORING

A. Application Examples

To meet the needs of successful networking parties, we sug-
gest a range of applications for both party guests and hosts.

A party review service: This application assists guests in
easily keeping in touch with each other after the party, helping
to ensure they enjoy the long-term benefits of networking. It
presents guests with a list of the top guests and social groups with
which they have spent the most time in face-to-face interactions
at the party.

A real-time in-party ambient game: This application utilizes
fun and friendly competition to meet clear socializing behavioral
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goals encouraging party guests towards effective networking. It
utilizes socializing behavior itself as the game input medium,
thus enhancing instead of disturbing socializing behavior and
allowing the guests to begin playing no matter when they arrive
at the party.

A wallflower finder: This is an assistive application for party
hosts. It helps them detect wallflowers in real-time more easily,
alerting them of wallflowers that they would have otherwise
missed in the course of their hosting responsibilities.

B. Socializing Group Monitoring

In order to support the aforementioned applications, it is es-
sential to effectively detect socializing groups and analyze the
socializing behaviors of people in the groups. As mentioned,
a socializing group may consist of simultaneous conversations
that can easily merge or split into new conversations. We con-
sider socializing groups as a first step to understand socializing
behavior which can be then further elucidated with conversation-
level information. However, detection at the conversation group
alone may not be able to provide sufficient information to ana-
lyze the behaviors of people in a group.

While members in a socializing group could exhibit differ-
ent levels of social engagement within the group, e.g., actively
conversing or mainly listening, they still indicate at least a low
level of social interaction or affiliation with the other group
members. As group members, they have the opportunity to in-
teract with other members easily. Moreover, there are significant
differences in the behavior of joining a new group. At the conver-
sation level, a guest could simply shift her attention to another
member of her socializing group to begin a new conversation.
At the socializing group-level, however, the guest would have to
leave her current group, and then move to and approach a new
group. This is much more visible and public behavior. Thus,
we need to observe people at the more fundamental socializing
group level to effectively analyze the socializing behaviors of
people.

Recently, researchers have put much effort into automatically
detecting user groups, recommending relevant user groups, and
recognizing group behaviors, to name a few [48]–[50]. A method
for dynamic group structure recognition has been proposed in
[48]. It recognizes the leader–follower and left–right relation-
ships of people moving in a group by utilizing mobile-sensing
techniques. Since it focuses on moving groups, it is difficult to
apply the method directly to our target environment where peo-
ple are usually standing while having face-to-face conversation.

V. SOCIAL CROWD ANALYTICS SYSTEM

A. System Architecture Overview

We present an overview of the proposed social crowd ana-
lytics system that monitors and analyzes socializing behaviors
in networking parties. Fig. 2 shows the overall system archi-
tecture including sensor badges, radio receivers, an interaction
analytics server, a visualization server, and applications. Party
attendees wear a sensor badges and these badges are used to
detect social proximity based on radio signal strength. The ana-

Fig. 2. System architecture of the social crowd analytics system.

lytics server collects and analyzes radio signals from the badges
to detect socializing groups and provide diverse socializing be-
havior information about the party attendees. The visualization
server provides applications with analysis results generated by
the analytics server.

The key component of the system is the interaction analyt-
ics server consisting of the social proximity detector, socializ-
ing group detector, group-level interaction analyzer, database,
and application interface. The social proximity detector col-
lects social proximity information from the badges via multiple
radio receivers (see Section V-B). The socializing group de-
tector analyzes collected social proximity information and per-
forms the socializing group detection process continuously (see
Section V-C). The generated socializing group information re-
veals group-level socializing behaviors of party attendees. This
is further processed by the group-level interaction analyzer to
provide diverse social interaction metrics useful to diverse ap-
plications supporting party hosts and guests (see Section V-D).
The application interface provides the data to relevant applica-
tions, e.g., a party review service and an in-party ambient game.
The database stores detected group information and derived in-
teraction metrics.

In the following subsections, we present the details of
three major functionalities: social proximity sensing, socializing
group detection, and group-level social interaction metrics.

B. Social Proximity Sensing

Physical proximity is an intuitive way to identify socializing
groups since group members must stand close enough to interact
and converse with each other (see Fig. 1). Usually, members
in a group are engaged in mutual attention; they face inward,
oriented toward each other and maintain a minimum of space
required for all the members to see each other and interact
comfortably. However, as noted above, the venue can be quite
crowded near the peak times of the party. In this case, members
of different groups can become so close to each other that their
backs may be nearly touching. Thus, physical proximity alone
is not enough to distinguish socializing groups.

To address the problem, we include the relative orientation
of individuals. Accordingly, we define social proximity based
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on physical proximity and further consider relative orientation
toward or away from nearby attendees. Socializing groups are
determined based on the social proximity of guests. Even if
two individual guests are physically close, if they are not also
oriented toward each other, then they are not considered to be
in the same socializing group.

A recent work [47] introduces the concept of social intimacy
between users to form a group for opportunistic activity recom-
mendation. They define static and dynamic intimacy to support
two different types of group formation. However, it utilizes on-
line social interaction data, e.g., comments, likes, and friend
lists, to calculate social intimacy. Our social proximity is differ-
ent from social intimacy in that it represents in situ proximity
among users in face-to-face interaction. In the following, we
discuss alternatives for social proximity sensing and present our
approach.

1) Limitations of Existing Approaches: A variety of ap-
proaches can be considered to detect social proximity. Potential
approaches include Infrared beacons [16], [32], Bluetooth scan-
ning [10], audio or speech [42], [6], [41], and video [2]. These
methods can measure distances or proximity among people or
detect common audio signals to determine whether they partic-
ipate in the same conversation. They often have practical limi-
tations in sensing social proximity to detect socializing groups
in party environments.

First, specialized hardware like IR sensors are not as yet
widely available for commercial deployment. More importantly,
at parties guests are not always facing each other within the an-
gular range required for detecting an IR signal. We observed
many conversing guests sitting side by side on couches facing
the same direction or standing side by side on the veranda. In ad-
dition, guests’ natural behaviors, e.g., holding a wine glass, can
easily block the IR signal, which results in reducing detection
reliability.

Second, Bluetooth scanning is often used for inferring daily
life social interactions by detecting potential co-location among
people. However, it does not have fine enough space and time
resolutions to capture socializing groups. A Bluetooth scan in a
venue would detect the large majority of devices rather than the
current socializing group of 2 to 8 or so members.

Third, audio-based techniques might have similar resolution
difficulties, especially in a crowded party situation where guests
in different socializing groups are pressed up close to each other
back to back. It is challenging to identify socializing groups
accurately due to the complexity of distinguishing many nearby
voices competing with the noise of other conversations and
the background music. Even if the technical challenges could
be satisfyingly addressed, audio-based techniques have an in-
herent privacy issue. Reports in the literature indicated that
audio recording has very low acceptability among users even
when using a privacy preserving technique [21]. During our
preliminary study, party hosts expressed concerns about au-
dio recording in particular, stating that it could have a nega-
tive effect on party guests’ enjoyment and attendance of the
party.

2) Our Approach—Social Proximity Sensing With RSSI:
Considering our deployment environment and user concerns, we

Fig. 3. RSSI measurements from dyads facing each other and facing away
from each other.

develop an approach exploiting RSSI (radio signal strength indi-
cation) of RF (radio frequency) signal. We note that the human
body can cause huge signal strength attenuation when blocking a
radio signal. Thus, if guests wear forward-facing radio devices
and interacting group members face relatively inward toward
each other, the RSSI value among socializing members is likely
to be stronger than among nonmembers at similar distances. Fig.
3 presents the result of RSSI measurements when two people
face each other and face away from each other, respectively,
showing clear differentiation between the two conditions. Note
that our goal is not to measure the precise physical distance
between guests, but to estimate the relative proximity which
allows face-to-face interaction in a group. This approach can be
robust to potential temporal fluctuation of radio signal strength
that might be caused in dynamic party environments. Also, it
is tolerable to noisy and dim environments such as networking
party venues.

To realize the approach, we use Zigbee-enabled sensor nodes.
This approach has several additional advantages. First, it meets
the fine time resolution monitoring requirements. Socializing
group members can join and leave in a matter of seconds. With
RF, the frequency of sampling can be finetuned to the needs of
applications, e.g., detecting every second. Second, it supports
wide orientation coverage in detecting social proximity among
party guests. RSSI measurement can cover a wide detection
angle of almost 180°. This is also efficient for detecting multi-
ple members at the same time. Third, the sensor nodes are small
enough to be packaged into a comfortable, wearable form factor.
Thus, they do not distract or affect guests’ natural socializing
behaviors much. Fourth, Zigbee provides an appropriate signal
strength level for capturing socializing groups while other avail-
able radio methods such as Wi-Fi provide signal strength levels
that are too strong.

For social proximity data collection, we design an efficient
data collection protocol based on message broadcasting. Ba-
sically, sensor nodes worn by party participants broadcast a
beacon message with their own ID. Upon receiving such broad-
casted messages, the nodes measure RSSI values of received
messages and build a new message that contains information of
sensor node IDs and their current RSSI values. They broadcast
the new message again. However, indiscriminate broadcasting
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Fig. 4. Matrix of RSSI values between guests.

can cause scalability issues. Since all sensor nodes share the
same RF channel for broadcasting messages and measuring
RSSI values, there could be collisions in the Zigbee MAC (Me-
dia Access Control) layer.

In order to minimize potential errors due to poor collision
detection support by the sensor nodes, we use a single type of
message rather than allowing different types of messages, e.g.,
control messages, data messages. Also, to reduce the processing
overhead of the sensor nodes, the message is defined to have
preallocated slots of sensor IDs and corresponding RSSI values.
Currently, we allocate 50 slots, considering the usual number of
party attendees. A message includes a 10-byte header, 50 1-byte
RSSI slots, and two 1-byte delimiters, and thus, the message
packet size is 62 bytes. Thus, the total data rate would be 3100
bytes/s when 50 nodes are active in a party venue. This is much
smaller than the maximum data rate of the 2.4 GHz Zigbee band,
250 kbit/s.

The process involving message broadcasting and RSSI mea-
surement is periodically performed during the party. Currently,
we set the period to one second. To collect RSSI measurements
from the sensor nodes, multiple antennas are deployed in the
party venue. They passively receive the messages broadcasted
by all the nodes. The analytics server connected to the anten-
nas collects and analyzes the messages, and updates a matrix of
RSSI values. Fig. 4 shows an example of such RSSI matrix. The
brightness of each cell represents the RSSI value; the darker
the cell, the greater the RSSI value, i.e., the closer the social
proximity. For example, the first row shows RSSI values seen
by sensor node 1.

C. Socializing Group Detection

The next step for socializing behavior monitoring in net-
working parties is to detect socializing groups. The socializing
group detection process involves three major steps: preprocess-

ing, clustering, and post-processing. First, the preprocessing
step filters out errors from the collected RSSI values and per-
forms initial aggregation. RSSI values that deviate from a normal
value range are removed, and then average values are computed
with a preclustering buffer. The buffer size can be set as a system
parameter.

Second, the clustering step forms the initial socializing
groups. We intuited that finding groups from social proximities
can be derived from the well-known two-dimensional clustering
problem. Accordingly, we adopt existing clustering algorithms
and investigate their performance. By applying a clustering al-
gorithm over the preprocessed data, clustering results are peri-
odically obtained.

Third, the post-processing step improves the quality of group-
ing results by identifying groups relevant to practically mean-
ingful socializing behavior. If a person moves from a group
to another group, there can be a number of frequent joins
and leaves to/from intermediate groups. Such temporary joins
are sorted out. Based on our preliminary observation (see
Section III), a person is considered to be in a socializing group
only when she stays in the same group for a certain time dura-
tion. In order to determine an individuals’ group, we aggregate
a sliding window of consecutive clustering results, e.g., three
or five such snapshots. The decision criteria is as follows. If a
person belongs to the same cluster in more than 70% of these
clustering results, her group is determined to be that cluster. If a
person belongs to multiple clusters and no one cluster occurs in
more than 30% of the clustering results, she does not belong to
any group, i.e., she is considered to be just passing by. If there
are multiple clusters that occur more than 30% of the time but
less than 70%, one’s group is determined as the cluster to which
she belongs the most frequently.

One important issue is how to determine the relevant param-
eters for effective group detection. Here we have three param-
eters, the preclustering buffer size, the clustering period, and
the postclustering aggregation window. It is important to deter-
mine appropriate parameter values that yield the most accurate
group detection results, robust to erroneous measurement. For
example, if the buffer size is too large or the clustering period
is too long, the results might not be accurate enough to capture
the change in groups. To determine the appropriate values, we
conduct an empirical study, which is discussed in the evaluation
section.

Another important issue is to determine the clustering model.
For the clustering step, we selected three representative clus-
tering models. To adapt them for a networking party situation,
we further consider the issues in deriving socializing groups
in each clustering model. First, the exact number of socializ-
ing groups is not given. Second, we only have social proximity
values between each attendee to work with. Thus, it is hard to
estimate the geometrical position of each actual attendee with
regards to others. We present below the three clustering models
considering such issues.

Using connectivity models, like spectral clustering techniques
[19], we consider attendees and their social proximities as a net-
work graph where each node represents an attendee and the
weight of each edge is given by the social proximity between
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attendees. Thus, finding socializing groups based on social prox-
imities can be reduced to the well-known minimum cut prob-
lem in graph theory. The spectral clustering algorithm finds the
minimum weight cuts in the graph by using a linear algebraic
eigenvalue decomposition technique. The minimum cuts parti-
tion attendees into socializing groups.

For centroid models such as the K-means clustering algo-
rithm, we partition the given set of nodes into k clusters by
randomly selecting k centroids and assigning each node to the
centroid with the nearest mean. We modify the K-means algo-
rithm according to our environment based on [12] by determin-
ing k in proportion to the total number of current attendees. In
addition, since we have only social proximity values between
attendees, we set the positions of centroids to be selected among
the individual attendees.

With density models, e.g., density-based clustering [8], we
define clusters as a higher density area as compared to other
areas, connecting nodes into a cluster that are within a certain
distance threshold satisfying the density criterion. Density is
an intuitive way for finding proximity groups. To construct the
proximity groups, the ε (eps) – neighborhood radius must be
decided. We take an analytical approach to estimate the neigh-
borhood radius for density-based clustering [53].

We empirically analyzed the performance of the clustering
algorithms, discussed in the evaluation section.

D. Group-Level Social Interaction Analysis

After obtaining socializing groups, we extract basic grouping
metrics. The basic metrics concern what groups attendees par-
ticipated in and for how long, i.e., duration of participation in a
group, group size, or identity of other attendees in the group.

From these basic metrics, we further derive many diverse and
detailed social grouping metrics about individuals and groups.
They include the number of socializing groups participated in
for individuals, the number of interactions with male or female
guests, the number of interactions without friends, the correla-
tion between the duration of participation in a socializing group,
and the identity of the group members.

Based on the social grouping metrics, we can calculate useful
social interaction metrics for a social party application that an-
alyzes social behaviors and fosters interactions among guests,
e.g., the “most popular” guests who interacted with other atten-
dees most, the two guests who interacted with each other for the
longest time. To obtain the most popular n guests, we sum the
duration of time spent with each other attendee in each group
instance. This is further refined by adjusting the duration of each
instance proportionally to the size of the group, reflecting the
socializing reality that the interaction is not always one-on-one
and may involve other group members.

Furthermore, the relative analysis of the social grouping met-
rics in comparison with other guests’ behaviors within the same
event enables situation-specific understanding of guests’ social-
izing characteristics. Because every event is not the same with
its size, participants, mood, and so on, even the same value of
a specific social grouping metric can be considered as different
behavior. Social interaction metrics obtained from such a rela-

TABLE I
NUMBER OF PARTY GUESTS

Party# P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13
Guests 38 36 43 43 43 37 41 32 45 40 39 33 28

tive analysis include “longer, steady participation in a socializ-
ing group,” “frequent changes in socializing groups,” “mostly
in socializing groups with many members,” etc. We can then
infer specific socializing behavior type labels from these, such
as wallflowers and social butterflies.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. Implementation

We briefly present the prototype implementation of the pro-
posed system including the sensor badges, radio receivers, and
analytics server. For the badges, we use TinyOS 1.1 compatible
nodes equipped with 801.15.4 Zigbee protocol capability. They
are 4 cm × 5 cm × 2 cm in size and weigh less than 25 grams.
We packaged the sensor nodes in conference-style plastic sleeve
badges, worn by party guests around the neck (see Fig. 1). Thus,
when the guests form a group and have face-to-face interactions,
the sensors face each other, resulting in higher signal strength.
We implemented firmware in nesC, which is run on the nodes
to perform message broadcasting and RSSI measurement. The
receivers are also implemented with the same type of node, run-
ning nesC firmware to receive and forward broadcast messages;
they are equipped with external antennas to improve the recep-
tion of radio signals. They forward the collected messages to
the analytics server via Bluetooth. The server is implemented
on a Windows 7 PC. The server components are implemented in
C#. For clustering algorithms, the connectivity model is imple-
mented based on the Weka tool [51]. We implemented centroid
and density models referring to [52] and [53], respectively.

1) User Experiences Using the System: We deployed our
system at subsequent parties of the same monthly event as in the
preliminary study in order to monitor the grouping interactions
and apply our applications. Table I shows the number of guests
at the parties where we deployed our system. Fig. 5 shows the
variation of socializing group size for each guest over the period
of one party (P9). During the deployment period, we examined
the acceptability of the system and obtained feedback about user
experiences.

Initially, one of the major concerns with monitoring socializ-
ing behaviors was whether the participants’ natural interaction
behavior was significantly affected. Thus, we performed in-
terviews with the party guests to ask if they were concerned
about wearing the sensors and being monitored. Most guests
reported that they usually even forgot that they were wearing
the monitoring devices. We observed that the biggest concern to
them was not that they were being monitored but rather in the
sensing modality of the monitoring. One interviewee remarked:
“If you would record . . . sound then it would be a much big-
ger problem.” Once we assured them the sensor badge did not
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Fig. 5. Socializing group size varying over the period of one party. The color
indicates the size of the group to which each guest belonged at the specified
time; the darker the color, the larger the group size.

record any sound, they willingly wore it and participated in our
experiments.

B. Evaluation Setup

We evaluate the proposed system in terms of the group detec-
tion accuracy and the system cost. The most important feature
of the system is detecting socializing groups in real time. We
test each of the clustering models in real social event settings to
determine the suitability of the methods for finding socializing
groups. We also investigate the effect of parameter selection.

During the deployment period, we collected RSSI-based
proximity data for 4–5 h at each party and used the data for
experimental analysis and to perform group detection with the
system. We selected the last two parties, i.e., P12 and P13, for
the evaluation since the system was stabilized and well tuned
after repeated deployment tests, and thus, the data collected at
those parties were relatively more reliable compared to those
from the initial parties.

We established ground truth for socializing groups by using
video recordings. The ground truth results were manually anno-
tated from all four angles of the two parties’ video recordings.
The total length of video recordings of one party was almost
20 h. The annotations include snapshots of the groups and their
members identified every 10 s.

As an evaluation metric for the group detection accuracy, we
use the Rand index [38]. It is a measure of the similarity between
two data clustering results and mathematically equivalent to
accuracy. We compare group detection results derived by the
system with the ground truth results. To make a comparison,
we check the timestamp of the group detection results by our
system and select the ground truth group result which is the
closest to it.

As mentioned, there are three parameters to be adjusted for
the socializing group detection process: the preclustering buffer
size, the clustering period, and the postclustering aggregation
window. For comparison with the ground truth annotated in
10 s periods, we select a few sets of parameter values for the
clustering period and the aggregation window to generate group

Fig. 6. Socializing group detection accuracy depending on clustering methods
(a) P12 (b) P13.

detection results with a similar period, every 10 s. They include
four sets, namely 1Clu_10Aggr, 2Clu_5Aggr, 3Clu_3Aggr, and
10Clu. For example, 1Clu_10Aggr means that the clustering is
performed every 1 s and 10 clustering results are aggregated
to generate the final socializing groups. 10Clu means that the
clustering is performed every 10 s and the generated clusters
are considered as socializing groups. We use 3Clu_3Aggr as a
default setting.

C. Evaluation Result

1) Group Detection Accuracy With Clustering Methods: We
examine the group detection accuracy depending on the clus-
tering model applied for group detection. We use a default
setting for the clustering period and the aggregation window,
3Clu_3Aggr. We vary the buffer size from 1 to 15.

Fig. 6 shows the result. Rand index values are mostly higher
than 85% for the centroid model and the connectivity model
compared to the ground truth: 86.5% on average for the centroid
model and 87.8% on average for the connectivity model. This
indicates that both connectivity and centroid models shows the
feasibility of detecting socializing groups. However, the results
of the density model show quite low performance, 54.2% on
average.

The density model’s weakness is that it is not as adaptable
as the other models. This is because each socializing group
can have a different density. Guests on the veranda or on the
couch could be standing or sitting quite close together, whereas
guests inside the main venue area could be interacting around
a wine table at a greater distance from each other. These kinds
of different situations occur often simultaneously in a social
event, but cannot be easily handled with a density-based method,
because density models use a single density parameter for all
the socializing groupings.

Note that the connectivity and centroid models show better
performance than the density model in terms of the sensitivity
to the buffer size. For the given clustering period and the aggre-
gation window, 3 s, they do not show significant changes with
the buffer size while the density model’s accuracy decreases
noticeably as the buffer size increases. This is because, as the
buffer size increases, the variance of social proximity values de-
screase. Because the density model uses a single threshold value
for grouping, there could be more errors since as input variance
decreases, more social proximity values would be close to that
threshold and included in the cluster.
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Fig. 7. Rand Index varying over the duration of party P12 (data points are plotted every 10 seconds).

Fig. 8. Average Rand Index depending on the number of guests (P12 data).

2) Group Detection Accuracy Variation Over Time: We in-
vestigate how the accuracy varies over time since the number
of guests in a party venue varies as they come and go. Fig. 7
shows time-varying Rand index values obtained with the P12
party data. We use the two clustering models, the centroid and
the connectivity. Both of them show similarly high accuracy,
i.e., 80%–95% most of the time while the centroid model shows
relatively less fluctuations.

An interesting result is that the Rand index is low at the
beginning and the end of the party. We conjecture that this is
due to the relatively small number of guests at those times. In
Fig. 8, we analyze the average Rand index values depending on
the number of guests. As aforementioned, when the number is
small, e.g., less than 10, the average Rand index is less than 80%
for most cases. However, when the number of guests reaches
20, it becomes almost 90%.

RSSI-based computation of social proximity is one of the
reasons why the accuracy is relatively low when the number of
guests is small. When the number of guests in a venue is sparse,
the RSSI value of a guest who is facing a group could place her
in that group even though she is herself not in that group.

3) Effect of System Parameter Selection: We examine the ef-
fect of system parameter selection on group detection accuracy.
We test the four sets of parameter values previously introduced.
We vary the buffer size from 1 to 15. For group detection, we
use the connectivity model which shows high accuracy and use
the P12 and P13 data.

Fig. 9 shows the results. The 3Clu_3Aggr case shows the
best performance, about 88% on average when the buffer size
is 3. Note that the other cases also show comparable results
depending on the buffer size applied. When the size is too small,
e.g., one, it is difficult to diminish the effect of noise or errors in
the RSSI-based social proximity values, which are the input for

Fig. 9. Socializing group detection accuracy for different parameters (a) P12
and (b) P13.

the clustering algorithm. When the size is too large, e.g., 15, the
social proximity data could be outdated, not quickly reflecting
changes. Thus, in general, we see the best performance when
the buffer size is close to the given clustering period.

4) Packet Drop Rate: We use the radio signal strength of
wireless sensor nodes to compute social proximity for social-
izing group detection. Wireless packet dropping could affect
the performance of the group detection process. Several issues
such as MAC layer collision and sensor malfunction could cause
packet drop. We investigate how many packet drops occurred
during deployment at the parties. We use the sensor data col-
lected from the last 6 parties (P8 to P13).

The average packet drop rate is 13.4% (10.5%–15.9%). To
examine the effect of the number of guests, we analyzed the data
but could not find any significant correlation between the drop
rate and the number of guests. This is because the number of
guests is not great enough to cause a problem. As mentioned, the
current message format design and message exchange protocol
are efficient enough to support the usual number of guests at the
parties where we conducted the deployment study.

We further investigated how the packet drop occurred among
party guests. There could be two cases where packet drop se-
riously degrades group detection performance. The first is if
consecutive packets only from some specific guests are dropped
for a long time, e.g., several minutes. The second is if the pack-
ets from many guests are simultaneously dropped at specific
time points. From our analysis, we could not find such cases;
the packet drop occurrences were randomly distributed among
all guests over the duration of the party.

5) System Cost: We consider a mobile system deployment
in order to support specific stakeholder requirements for social
events. Different stakeholders might have different requirements
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Fig. 10. Processing time taken to generate the socializing group results by
each clustering model adopted in the system (data from P9).

Fig. 11. Power consumption of each clustering model depending on the num-
ber of guests (data from P9).

for their applications and their hardware availability. For exam-
ple, a host running a real-time wallflower-detecting application
might use a smartphone implementation in a venue where no
server PC is available. Thus, we evaluate the performance in
terms of processing time and energy consumption. For the eval-
uation, we replayed collected data from one party, P9. We used
a Google Nexus One with QSD 8250 1 GHz CPU, 512 MB
RAM to perform the group detection process. We selected it to
investigate performance when using a low spec device.

Fig. 10 shows the processing time taken to generate the so-
cializing group results. As one might expect, the processing
time is influenced by the number of guests, at least for the con-
nectivity and centroid models. The connectivity model has the
highest processing cost followed by the centroid model, while
density-based clustering is the most efficient. When the num-
ber of guests is around 45, the connectivity model takes a little
over 200 ms to process the data. We believe this is acceptable
considering the relatively low CPU power. Fig. 11 shows the
power consumption of each clustering model across the number
of guests. Density and centroid models show low power con-
sumption compared to the connectivity model. Idle means the
power consumed only when receiving data without processing
for socializing group detection. From these results, we expect
that performing socializing group detection is quite feasible not
only in a server environment but in a mobile environment as
well.

6) Suggestions for Group Detection: The centroid and con-
nectivity models both show good performance in terms of group
detection accuracy, while that of the density model is poor. Thus,
we would not recommend applying the density model as a group

detection solution. In terms of processing time and energy cost,
the centroid model is superior to the connectivity model while
the connectivity model gives slightly better accuracy. One could
choose from among these two models considering this tradeoff.
For example, if it is an energy-constrained mobile environment,
the centroid model might be a better choice. Regarding the pa-
rameter selection for group detection, it is necessary to first
decide on a desirable time period value for generating group de-
tection results depending on the target environment or applica-
tions. Based on this value, one can then find appropriate numbers
for the clustering period and aggregation window parameters.
We found that we obtained better results when the difference
between these two numbers was minimal in our setup.

VII. APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE

We designed the applications based on requirements derived
from the preliminary study: both hosts and guests want guests to
not only successfully make and reinforce social connections, but
also to enjoy themselves. In this section, we briefly introduce and
discuss user experiences with two applications we developed to
help support these requirements.

A. AmbiAward: Gamification of Party Interaction

To encourage socializing and make the party more fun in
general, we developed an ambient game [14] for party guests that
utilizes socializing interaction itself as the game input medium
(as envisioned in [5]).Traditional games require the coordination
and engaged participation of all party guests. In most parties,
however, guests come and go at different times, making such
coordination difficult. In addition, some guests may not want to
participate in such games, preferring to continue to socialize.
Since social interaction itself is the game input medium in our
ambient game, there is no need to disturb the natural social
interaction of the party and guests can participate as soon as
they enter the party venue.

At the parties where we deployed AmbiAward, we collected
social grouping metrics, processed socializing rankings for sev-
eral award categories, and announced the results and gave out
prizes to guests near the end of the party. The following awards
were presented.

1) Most popular overall: The guest who socialized the most
as determined by both the number and duration of group
interactions. We calculate who spent the most time with
the most diverse number of groups, weighted by group
size. Thus a guest cannot just quickly say “hi” to different
groups, but must engage with them. This award encour-
ages guests to socialize with many diverse groups and
meet new people.

2) Most popular man among women and most popular
woman among men: The man who socialized the most
in groups with a high female-to-male ratio and vice versa.
These awards are calculated similarly to the most popular
overall except we consider the gender ratio. We found that
meeting people of the opposite sex was one of the primary
goals for many of our guests. By gamifying this interest,
it may support guests by providing an excuse to approach
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Fig. 12. AfterParty application screenshot.

the opposite sex, helping the guests mitigate the shyness
or hesitation in approaching.

3) Deepest talkers: The two guests that spent the most time
together. We calculate this award based on the total dura-
tion of time over all socializing groups where the guests
were together. This calculation is further weighted by
group size, where smaller groups contribute more to the
score. This award thus recognizes that successful social-
izing can occur in the form of making a deep connection
with another and not just in quantity of interactions.

After a party where AmbiAward was deployed, we conducted
a five-point Likert scale questionnaire survey with 18 respon-
dents to obtain user experiences. Guests enjoyed AmbiAward
(mean = 4.28, SD = 0.96) and enjoyed the party more so than
previous parties that they attended without AmbiAward (mean
= 3.61, SD = 1.45). Regarding if it motivated more interaction,
although the overall result was close to neutral (mean = 3.06,
SD = 1.30), around 50% of attendees reported that AmbiAward
motivated them to socialize more.

B. AfterParty: Reviewing Party Interaction Histories

Guests use AfterParty for checking their interaction histories
from a recent party and to obtain contact information of atten-
dees they interacted with. We deployed AfterParty as a Facebook
application (see Fig. 12).

AfterParty provides both individual- and group-level socializ-
ing information: the Top 5 individual guests that they interacted
with most and the Top Groups, i.e., the group formations that
occurred the most often across all group instances that the guest
participated in. The Top 5 and Top Groups results provided con-
tact information (e.g., Facebook profiles and email addresses).
AmbiAward results are also displayed on the AfterParty profiles
of award winners. We only provide “top” results because we
expected guests would be most interested in keeping in touch
with those that they socialized with the most and also assumed

that guests would not want their contacts to be provided to other
less familiar guests due to privacy concerns. In public social
events like parties, there is always the possibility of having in-
teractions with individuals that guests would prefer not to have
further contact with. We thus enabled rich privacy settings. Users
could specify to whom (e.g., only those in their Top 5) what data
would be visible (e.g., email address, profile photo).

After the deployment of AfterParty, we conducted a five-point
Likert scale questionnaire survey with 20 respondents to assess
users’ experiences with the application. First, we examined its
usefulness. Attendees answered that they found the overall ser-
vice provided by the AfterParty application useful (mean = 3.9,
SD = 0.62) as well as the Top 5 and Top Group results (mean
= 4.05, SD = 1.02). In addition, we examined how attendees
felt about the appropriateness of the interaction results shown
in the application. Most guests felt that the results were accu-
rate (mean = 3.95, SD = 0.97 for the Top 5 results and mean
= 3.85, SD = 1.01 for the Top Groups results). Regarding the
privacy policies of the application, many guests felt the privacy
settings gave them sufficient control over their data (mean =
3.22, SD = 0.85), but this remains an area for improvement (see
Section VIII Discussion).

VIII. DISCUSSION

The results from our deployment suggest that our system can
provide meaningful metrics about attendees’ grouping behaviors
and further that it is possible to infer several typical grouping
and socializing behaviors. We discuss the limitations of this
study and opportunities for future work.

Deeper analysis of social interactions: Our approach gives
many benefits to various stakeholders, but it does not cover so-
cial signal [35] or conversation-level details such as speaking
duration and turn taking [23], speech dominance measures in
the conversation group [18] or the ratio between listening and
speaking. We envision that interesting and refined socializing
metrics could be derived if we could detect both socializing
group behaviors and speaking behaviors. As noted, there exist
high barriers to monitoring speaking behavior in public social
event situations. However, there may exist some special situa-
tions that could leverage this hybrid approach when benefits or
incentives for users could outweigh privacy concerns, especially
for social therapy, social skill testing [17], or specific sociology
experiment situations.

Privacy issues: As aforementioned, attendees have a rela-
tive open attitude to being observed by others at social events,
because attendees go to such public social event situations to
be social and to be seen. Nevertheless, we learned from the
AfterParty application deployment that attendees have differ-
ent opinions about having their behavior recorded and shared
with other attendees. Even though privacy controls in After-
Party support different levels of sharing interaction information
with others, there exists a more complex, as yet unaddressed
issue. Such results are not solely dependent on the individual’s
privacy information alone but on many guests’. This issue orig-
inates from the fact that multiple attendees participate in the
same social proximity group. There is no one clear “owner”
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of the interaction data. Thus, conventional information control
approaches cannot solve the issue without impacting the quality
of the results. For example, guest A may not want to appear
in guest B’s “Top 5” results. If we simply remove A from B’s
results, the quality of B’s results will be compromised, resulting
in a degradation of the application experience. Addressing such
a complicated privacy issue is an important future work.

Extension to social science studies: Inspired by emerging
works done in collaboration with social scientists [37], [20],
we realize that social scientists may find our social grouping
metric data of immense practical value. In the past, social sci-
entists studying socializing behavior have had to rely on time-
consuming analysis of video or audio recordings and subject
self-reports. However, in addition to the time cost in analysis
of recordings, recordings allow for the possibility of identifying
individual subjects, infringing on their privacy and sometimes
even legal rights. Furthermore, self-reports are often prone to
enhancement bias and lapses in memory [34]. Thus, social sci-
entists could benefit from tools that provide reliable data on
socializing behavior for analysis.

IX. CONCLUSION

Socializing is the essential activity of social event situations.
We observed that socializing at social events like networking
parties occurs at the group level. We have observed how one so-
cializing group can include multiple conversations with partner-
swapping as well as nonverbal interaction. We demonstrated a
system that infers social grouping metrics that can be used to
derive socializing behavior. We have showed the utility of our
system in how it can enable new applications utilizing these
metrics that can help us not only detect and understand social-
izing behavior better, but also encourage socializing behavior
change.
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